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Background 

The proposal is to introduce metering messages into the Shapeshifter standard.  These 

metering messages carry information about the energy and power consumption of 

individual connection points that contribute to the aggregate response portfolio for a 

congestion zone.  The proposal is that these messages are optional, a given implementation 

may choose to collect metering via a different source. 

In the xsd repository (https://github.com/shapeshifter/shapeshifter-specification) V2.00 of 

the specification includes a metering message, which supports inclusion of 6 different data 

types through the concept of ‘profiles’. These types are: 

- Import Energy: Imported energy, consumed during the ISP 

- Export Energy: Exported energy, generated during the ISP 

- Import Meter Reading: Cumulative metered imported energy reading, at the end of 

the ISP 

- Export Meter Reading: Cumulative metered exported energy reading, at the end of 

the ISP 

- Import Tariff: Import tariff rate for a given ISP 

- Export Tariff: Export tariff rate for a given ISP 

Two important design goals to support are: 

(1) Allow representing each ISP independently where pricing is concerned.  This is so 

that the flexibility to represent any tariff, including agile tariffs with an individual 

price for each half hour are possible (e.g. Octopus Agile domestic tariff). 

(2) Where energy is captured, both import and export energy must be captured 

separately (it is possible to both import and export energy during a single ISP). The 

energy values can be converted to the average power for the ISP with the formula: 

average_isp_power = (imported_energy – exported_energy) * 

(60/ISP_duration_minutes) 

NB 1. Note that this average power is not the same as the immediate power at any given 

sample point during the period. 

NB 2. Note that it is only possible to reverse the power calculation to derive the ISP energy 

consumption and cumulative energy consumption in systems that purely import or export 

energy. 

  

https://github.com/shapeshifter/shapeshifter-specification
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Decisions 

The decisions to take are: 

1. Is tariff rate required in the metering? 

The energy tariff doesn’t directly affect the settlement of Shapeshifter, which is based on 

the agreed rates from the earlier FlexOffer messages, so arguably tariff rate is not required 

in the metering messages. 

Recommendation: Could cause confusion, remove unless clear use case found. 

Use case example is to distinguish low and high accumulation registers for import-meter-

reading and export-meter-reading by sending associated energy tariff, allowing multiple 

tariff registers to be supported (note that at a switch period only the new register value 

would be available making the calculation of the energy used during the period difficult). 

e.g. 

ISP26: import-meter-reading=48253kWh, import-tariff=€0.13 

ISP27: import-meter-reading=48263kWh, import-tariff=€0.13 

ISP28: import-meter-reading=82763kWh, import-tariff=€0.25 

ISP29: import-meter-reading=82783kWh, import-tariff=€0.25 

We can derive that 10kWh was used in ISP27 at LOW rate. We can derive that 83kWh was 

used in ISP29 at HIGH rate.  But we don’t know from this data how much energy was used 

during ISP28 when we switched tariff. 

We hold that: 

(a) assume that plant meter won’t typically use low-high tariff registers 

(b) fiscal smart meters in NLD provide a total register 

(c) fiscal smart meters in GBR provide a total register (see SMETS2 V1.59 section 5.7.5). 

Accept recommendation 

2. Adding power as a profile type 

Add a profile type for power (average power during the ISP).  This would correspond with 

the other Shapeshifter messages.  The power can be directly converted to the net energy 

during the ISP. 

Recommendation: Add this profile type because the rest of the specification is based on 

power and not energy. Accept Recommendation 

3. Should we force a single data type (power)? 

The XSD in V2.0 lets the DSO choose which types of value they want to use for metering. 

It could be that for a given response program the DSO prefers to receive raw metered values 

for correlation and cross checking.  Most meters will provide accumulator registers for 

imported-energy and sometimes also exported-energy.  However, a value for average 

power over a given ISP period will rarely be available directly from the meter. 
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Some aggregation systems will work from energy consumed during the ISP and not even 

hold the raw metered values. Some plant meters actually roll-over making the accumulated 

energy a poor value to use. So, implementing raw metered values will either be impossible 

or very difficult for some aggregators. 

It would be consistent with other Shapeshifter messages to use power here. Meaning that 

the sender takes the energy differences for both imported and exported energy and 

calculates the average ISP power before sending the message. (see NB2) 

Recommendation: Power should always be included as a mandatory profile type, the other 

profiles are optional in the specification. Then the aggregator and DSO can agree which 

additional values are required. 

Make the power a recommended field, but not mandatory – so that the existing live 

implementations are not affected.  Then in the following version make the power 

mandatory to give a smooth upgrade path. 

4. Should we include multiple units? 

The XSD in V2.0 includes different unit scales. For example, for energy we have: 

- Wh 

- kWh 

- MWh 

This has the advantage for raw meter reads, that they may be used without conversion.  

However, it introduces extra complexity in the implementation because the receiving end 

must be able to convert from all formats.  Whereas with a single designated unit type the 

conversion implemented on the sending end is just a single conversion. 

Again, it would be consistent with other Shapeshifter message to use a single designated 

unit for the messages. 

Recommendation: Keep the units and xs:decimal data type in the xsd. With this system you 

can always interpret the value and you will not lose precision when converting between 

different unit scales. 

Keep just one designated unit kW for power and kWh for energy. 

At an appropriate time including the units into all field names, so that it is really clear what 

is contained in each field value, both for the sender and receiver of the messages. 

For example instead of “ImportEnergy” name the field “ImportEnergykWh”. We will need 

to take care to allow currency still to be specified separately rather than be part of a field 

name. 

5. Revisions for metering 

In the case that the metering needs to be revised, we need a way to send another metering 

message.  A revision number could be included, as we do for the DemandPrognosis and 

FlexRequest messages. 
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We need to take into account that there should be a cut-off time after which revisions are 

not processed any more.  The metering response message should indicate if a metering 

message was rejected for this reason. 

Recommendation: Include a revision number in the message. 

Accept recommendation 
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Example Message 

The following example message is included to support the discussion and decision. This was 

a metering message sent under FUSION from Gridimp to SPEN FFP. 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<Metering ISP-Duration="P0Y0M0DT0H30M0.000S" TimeZone="Europe/London" 

Currency="GBP" Period="2021-10-20Z" EAN="ean.180003533741300001" 

SenderDomain="cloud.gridimp.com" RecipientDomain="fusion-dso.gridos.com" 

TimeStamp="2021-10-21T14:45:55.774Z" MessageID="289fb4c2-58d1-4e41-a357-

0542839a9fa6" ConversationID="454e4e58-098d-42ff-bb09-2f8c1fdef177"> 

   <Profile ProfileType="ImportEnergy" Unit="kWh"> 

      <ISP Start="1" Value="0" /> 

      <ISP Start="2" Value="0" /> 

      <ISP Start="3" Value="0" /> 

      … 

      <ISP Start="46" Value="0" /> 

      <ISP Start="47" Value="0" /> 

      <ISP Start="48" Value="0" /> 

   </Profile> 

   <Profile ProfileType="ExportEnergy" Unit="kWh"> 

      <ISP Start="1" Value="110.061216666668769903481006622314453125" /> 

      <ISP Start="2" Value="111.938783333331230096518993377685546875" /> 

      <ISP Start="3" Value="111.938783333331230096518993377685546875" /> 

 … 

      <ISP Start="46" Value="111" /> 

      <ISP Start="47" Value="111.7652000000016414560377597808837890625" /> 

      <ISP Start="48" Value="112" /> 

   </Profile> 

</Metering> 

 


